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Section E  X  A  M     S  H  E  E  T Scores 

1 VOCABULARY 

A. Match the words with the definitions. 

1. believe a.   widely liked or enjoyed by many people 
2. society b.   to feel sure that something is true 
3. popular c.    who or what a thing or a person is 
4. continent d.   one of several very large lands of the world 
 e.   a large group of people who live together 

 

1 

2 B. Match the underlined words with the synonyms or antonyms. 

demands | unfashionable | formed| greatly | continuously 
5. This document made up the basis of the report. 
6. Buses run frequently between the city and the airport. 
7. This is my favorite flavor of ice cream. I’d eat it daily if I could. 
8. Can you meet all needs of different students in your school? 

 

1 

3 C. Fill in the blanks with the one word from the list. 

percent | experience | sought | honestly | sign 
9. Tom …… my advice and I suggested him this smart phone. 
10. About twenty …… of people have no access to the Internet. 
11. Is there any …… that life exist on other planets? 
12. In my ……, very few people are confident enough to consult with. 

 

1 

4 D. Fill in the blanks with an appropriate word from the book. (Write the word considering the initial letter.) 

? | ? | ? | ?  
13. Prices r …… from 10 to 50 dollars in this shoe store. 
14. Improve your English using different types of m …… like movies. 
15. You should c …… some hints to do these math problems. 
16. He didn’t have much k …… of American history. 

 

2 

5 GRAMMAR 

A. Choose the one item that best completes the sentence. 

17. I need …… pieces of information to complete my report. 
a) a little b) a lots of c) many d) much 

18. Buy two …… of sugar. There’s no sugar for breakfast. 
a) loaves b) bottles c) cartons d) bags 

19. Could you please bring me …… more coffee? 
a) too b) some c) a lot d) little 

20. “How …… are these two bottles of water?”     “2 dollars.” 
a) much b) many c) more d) most 

 

1 

6 B. Find the one grammatical wrong in the sentence, then write the correct form in the answer sheet. 

21. I don’t earn many money, so I can’t buy those clothes. 
22. There’s a interesting movie on TV tonight. 
23. How much chocolates do you eat each day? 
24. Hurry up, please! We have few time. 

 

2 

7 C. Unscramble the words to make a sentence. 
25. words | the | does | how | dictionary | many | first | ? | have  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2 

8 PRONUNCIATION 

A. Identify the stress. 
26. ‘ten numbers’ have strong stress on their …… . a) first part b) second part 
27. ‘teen numbers’ have strong stress on their …… . a) first part b) second part 

 

1 



Section E  X  A  M     S  H  E  E  T Scores 

9 WRITING 

A. Unscramble the letters to make a word. 
28. Human’s …… (baiylit) to talk makes him different from animals. 
29. I began learning French in a language …… (titinsuet) when I was 15. 

 

1 

10 B. Find the one word that is different in each group. 

30. a) Turkish b) Germany c) Persian d) Japanese 
31. a) reading b) writing c) watching d) speaking 
32. a) thirteen b) fifty c) seventy d) ninety 
33. a) amazing b) wonderful c) interesting d) probable 

 

1 

11 C. Choose the proper form of the words in the parentheses. 

34. The baby cried very …… (loud | loudly) when she heard the noise. 
35. Sarah …… (fall down | fell down) when she was getting off the bus. 
36. My mother cooked a cake in the kitchen …… (on Sundays | on Sunday). 
37. This artist is …… (quite | quietly) famous among young people. 

 

1 

12 READING 

A. Complete the text with the one word or phrase that best completes each blank. 

When we communicate with others, we …(38)… our thoughts and feelings not only through the words we 
choose, but also through our tone of voice, facial expression and body language. …(39)…, many 
communications experts believe that far …(40)… information is communicated non-verbally than verbally. 
Body language is an important part of non-verbal communication and …(41)… from culture to culture. 
38. a) imagine b) suggest c) produce d) express 
39. a) Luckily b) Actually c) Nearly d) Certainly 
40. a) little b) much c) more d) less 
41. a) improves b) varies c) mistakes d) escapes 

 

2 

13 B. Read the passage. Then answer the questions. 
It's important to eat the right food, do exercise, drink plenty of water, and get enough sleep. If you want to 
be healthy and fit, you need to follow certain rules. 

Start eating healthier: Eating healthy food is really important if you want to be healthy. You don't need to 
go on a diet, just pay attention to what you're putting in your body. If you always eat candy and breakfast 
which contains lots of sugar, you aren't going to be healthy. You can eat three meals a day or 5-6 mini-meals 
a day. 

Start exercising more: Exercising is a good way of keeping healthy. Do at least 20 minutes of physical activity 
several times a week. You can go to the gym and swim or jog. Whatever it is, regular exercise will make you 
healthier and feel happier about your body. It also decreases stress and helps to calm the mind! 

Drink more water: This is the most important thing of all. Drink lots of water to keep your body and brain 
fresh and healthy. If you drink more water, you will be much healthier. Your body uses water in all its cells 
and organs. If you don't drink enough water, being thirsty can make you feel tired or ill. 

Start sleeping well: Sleep is more important than you may think. Your body and your brain need sleep. A 
baby sleeps 17 to 18 hours a day. Most children between 5 and 12 need about 9.5 hours a night. If you stay 
up late talking with friends on the phone or surfing the Net, the next morning you'll be tired. 
 

42. What is the main idea of the passage? 
a. What to Do to Keep Healthy b. What to Eat to Stay Healthy 
c. Exercise Helps you to Keep Healthy d. A Child Needs More Sleep Than Others 

 
43. The pronoun "it" in paragraph 3 refers to …… . 

a. body b. exercise c. gym d. stress 
 

Scan the text to find out about the following information:   
44. Amount of time needed for physical activity during the week   
45. The age group needing sleep for about 9.5 hours a night   

 

4 
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Section A  N  S  W  E  R     S  H  E  E  T Scores 

1 VOCABULARY 

A. Match the words with the definitions. 

1. (     ) 2. (     ) 3. (     ) 4. (     ) 
 

1 

2 B. Match the underlined words with the synonyms or antonyms. 

5. ……………………………… 6. ……………………………… 7. ……………………………… 8. ………………………………   
 

1 

3 C. Fill in the blanks with the one word from the list. 

9. ……………………………… 10. ……………………………… 11. ……………………………… 12. ………………………………  16. (     ) 17. (     ) 18. (     )   
 

1 

4 D. Fill in the blanks with an appropriate word from the book. (Write the word considering the first letter.) 

13. ……………………………… 14. ……………………………… 15. ……………………………… 16. ………………………………  20. (     ) 21. (     ) 22. (     )   
 

2 

5 GRAMMAR 

A. Choose the one item that best completes the sentence. 

17. (     ) 18. (     ) 19. (     ) 20. (     )   
 

1 

6 B. Find the one grammatical wrong in the sentence, then write the correct form in the answer sheet. 

21. ……………………………… 22. ……………………………… 23. ……………………………… 24. ………………………………   
 

2 

7 C. Unscramble the words to make a sentence. 

25. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2 

8 PRONUNCIATION 

A. Identify the stress. 

26. (     ) 27. (     )     
 

1 

9 WRITING 

A. Unscramble the letters to make a word. 

28. ……………………………… 29. ………………………………     
 

1 

10 B. Find the one word that is different in each group. 

30. (     ) 31. (     ) 32. (     ) 33. (     )     
 

1 

11 C. Choose the proper form of the words in the parentheses. 

34. ……………………………… 35. ……………………………… 36. ……………………………… 37. ………………………………   
 

1 

12 READING 

A. Complete the text with the one word or phrase that best completes each blank. 

38. (     ) 39. (     ) 40. (     ) 41. (     ) 
 

2 

13 C. Read the passage. Then answer the questions. 

42. (     ) 43. (     ) 44. ……………………………… 45. ………………………………   
 

4 

 


